
Denotative and Connotative Meanings

Although some words may be considered to have similar meanings,

they cannot be substituted for one anothel  without changing the message.

Words with similar meanings have similar denotations . Often, however,

words with a similar denotation do not have the same connotations. “Denote

implies all that strictly belongs to the definition of the word, connote aU  of

the ideas that are suggested by the term; thus, ‘home’ denotes the place

where one lives with one’s family, but it usually connotes comfort,

intimacy, and privac:.  The same implications distinguish denotation and

connotation .‘I* The denotation of a word is its dictionary definition, which

is what the word “stands for.” A word’s connotation is what the word

suggests, or what we associate the word with, that goes beyond its formal

definitions. The word house and home both refer to a building or structure

in which people live; these words have, then, the same denotation. But the

word home , for most people, suggests or is associated with concepts and

feelings of family and security. Thus, the word home has a strong, and

generally positive, connotation. The word house though, has little, if any,

connotative significance. House brings to mind a picture of a physical

structure but little else because house does not carry any “emotional

baggage.” House is likely to suggest only a residential structure or

building, home to add connotations of the warmth of family life over a long

period. The difference in meaning between these two words can be seen

from the following lines:

* From Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary, copyright, 1949,195 1, 1953, by
G&C.MerriamCo.
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what he wants to suggest, which may actually be far more important than

the superficial meaning. A constant awareness of the connotative power of

words is just as vital to the writer. His task is to select the word which will

convey, not approximately, but exactly, what he wants to say. He must

remember that two words may be “synonymous” in respect to denotation,

that is, they mean the same thing. But to the practiced writer, as to the

practiced reader, few if any words are exactly synonymous in connotation;

in a given context one particular word will convey the precise implication

the writer desires to communicate to his reader. Although by definition

synonyms are words that have the same meaning or denotation, it is often

said that no two synonyms are interchangeable. The denora&ion  of a word is

its limited, explicit meaning; the connotation of a word is the additional

suggestion that it carries with it.

Personal and General Connotations

There are two types of connotations: personal and general.

Personal connotations are the result of the experience of the individual

man and woman. The way we react to ideas and objects, and thus to the

words that stand for those “referents” is determined by the precise nature

of our earlier experience with the referents. The connotations that

surround most of the words in our vocabulary are a complex and intimate

record of our life to date. Our present reaction to a word may be the

cumulative result of all our experiences with the word and its referents.

In the case of another word, our reaction may have been determined once

and for all by an early or a particularly memorable experience with it. For

example, a student’s reaction to the word teacher may be determined by the

mingled memories of all his experiences with different teachers he has

known during the course of time. Or, on the other hand, when the student
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connotations to him alone, he runs the risks of not being understood by his

readers. Since there is no clear dividing line between general and personal

connotations,.it  woul-d-  be unrealistic to require that a writer absolutely

confines himself to the former. Moreover, some of the richness of poetry,

and to some degree that of imaginative prose, is derived from the author’s

use of words in private senses. But in most forms of practical

communications, it wouId  be better for an author to use only words whose

connotations are approximately the same to his readers as they are to him.

Not al1  words possess connotative powers. Articles, conjunctions,

prepositions, and many common adverbs lack connotative qualities because

they are words used to connect idea and-  to show relationships between

them; these parts of speech do not themselves stand for ideas. But most

words which stand-for idea have connotations, even though they are often

scarcely perceptible. That is because ideas themselves have connotations;

they produce some sort of~inteI1ectua.l  or emotionaI  reaction inside us.

Exercise 1

After each of the following pairs of-words  write two sentences using

the words to show how they differ in what they  suggest to you.

1. corpul~t/oljese

2J-ilstic/rural
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Exercise 2

Explain why the italicized words in the following sentences reflect

the writer’s insensitivity to connotation, and in each case supply a more

appropriate word.

1. Although she was really twenty-one, there was a certain

childishness in her voice and manner which set her apart from the other

girls  and delighted everyone who met her. _______-_

2, Handle the Ming vase with care. It’s very brittle.

3.What especially interests newcomers is the absolute smoothness of

the countryside.

4. When she got out of the hospital she was pretty lean , but a good

wholesome diet of home cooking soon remedied that.------.

5. Attractive though it was in terms of pay and prospects for

advancement, Tom decided finally to spurn the offer and look for some

other job.

6. I’ve been taking aspirins by the carload, but they haven’t healed

my headache. , -

7. I knew she had studied the lesson thoroughly, so after asking my

question I waited a little. Finally the retort came, in her usual quiet, almost

hesitant manner .__-_  -__

8. One of the best things the Scouts did for him was to develop

genuinely mannish qualities. He’s a fine,  upstanding youth.------

9. I was glad to see by his agile gait as he strode down the street that

h e  w a s  f u l l y  r e c o v e r e d . - - - - - _ _

10. What I pined for above all was a thick, juicy hamburger, with

plenty of relish and a side dish of French fries and onions .-________
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